
 BEAST: Revisiting history through stop-motion 

 THE HAPPY VERSION OF EDEN: 3.000 drawings in a cabin in southern Chile 
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Chilean Animation Magazine is developed by ANIMACHI, Association of Producers 

and Professionals of Chilean Animation with the support of the Ministry of Culture, 

Arts and Heritage; Chiledoc and Prochile.

For more information, please contact info@animachi.cl

The world context we currently find ourselves in has changed the way we 

interact with each other forever. The effects of this pandemic will linger in time 

and mark the beginning of a new age, in one of the biggest global crises of the 

century.

Under these new circumstances, animation has gained special attention and 

emphasis, backed-up by the use of technologies that don’t necessarily require 

on-site work to bring movies and the content we love to life. 

Culture and art play a paramount role in the wellbeing of people and their 

quality of life. Especially during times of uncertainty when people have not 

only been subjected to isolation, but also a lack of resources to survive in the 

context of a world economic crisis.

Our association, through its Chilean Animation brand, will remain present 

in the meeting spaces that the international animation industry provides 

for producers and creators to connect, cooperate and generate content. 

Additionally, it will continue to support content distribution for everyone in 

Chile and the world. 

With the potential and challenges presented by this historical context, 

cooperation between our countries becomes more necessary than ever, to 

forge relations and strategies and to fulfill the objective that brings us together 

in this industry: to generate content that contributes to the development of our 

peoples and future. We have also assumed this objective internally, by adopting 

new spaces for participation and dialogue regarding subjects and content that 

are of interest to our industry.

As the Asociación de Productoras y Profesionales de la Animación Chilena 

(Association of Producers and Professionals of Chilean Animation) “ANIMACHI”, 

we are proud to work for a sustainable industry, to improve its conditions for 

the benefit of all Chilean animation and to have a spot in the industry on an 

international level. 

Special thanks to the Ministry of Culture, Arts and Heritage, and Prochile for 

their support as promoters of the Chilean industry and talent. To the Chilean 

documentary brand CCDoc for their collaboration, and to the people who have 

made possible for national animation companies and professionals to have a 

significant presence in the world. 

These are times of great social and cultural commotion. We are witnesses to 

the changes that are drawing up the new ways we interact with the planet and 

with each other. Let us continue to be present and united to create the content 

that will shape our future. 

Pilar Gajardo

President of Animachi

Organized and produced by  Animachi
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“Beast” revisiting 
history through 
stop-motion
Confirming the continuous presence of short films for the past few years in 

Annecy’s official competition, Chilean animation makes its way to France this 

year with the short film “Beast,” a 15-minute stop-motion thriller directed by 

Hugo Covarrubias. 

Other Chilean short films that made it to the festival’s selection in the decade 

of the ‘80s include: Circus, Tango Mortal, and La Caída by Tomás Welss. 

After the year 2000, films selected  include: Beneath the Moonlight (Enrique 

Ortega), Waldo’s Dream (Lunes) and of course, Bear Story (Punkrobot).

In “Beast,” the script is inspired by true events. The film tells the story of 

Ingrid Olderöck, an agent of the National Intelligence Directorate during 

Chile’s military dictatorship. “Personally, I realized that our main character 

in the story represents one of the darkest, most sinister parts of the 

political history of Chile, an aspect that right now is worth telling,” says 

the director.

Official Selection of the 2021 Annecy Festival Short Film Category

Inspired by true events, Beast tells 

the story of an agent working in the 

National Intelligence Directorate. 

Her relationship with her dog, her 

body, her fears and frustrations 

reveal a macabre fracture in her 

mind and in the country. 

Based on true events
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While developing a series project that explored the life of hidden characters 

in the history of Chile, Hugo Covarrubias, Martín Erazo (creator of the 

Patogallina theatre company) and Tevo Díaz (Trébol 3 Producciones), 

decided to start shaping this production. In a joint effort, they got started 

with the public fund CORFO Series. Later, they decided to shift the direction 

of the series by selecting one of the stories – the one they agreed was the 

most powerful - and turned it into a short film.

During the research process they decided to visit the internal worlds and 

the psychology of the character, without turning it into a biography. “It is 

a visit to the life of a secret agent, to the relationship she had with herself 

and everything around her, which turns out to be a clear picture of a broken 

country, filled with open wounds. More than anything, we used her story as 

a device to talk about wickedness– obviously with no empathy for what she 

represents -, trying to understand what frustrations a person as bad as her 

can have, and if her hatred is inherited,” explains Hugo Covarrubias, Director 

of “Beast.”

The stop-motion short film explores a mixture of materials, in this case 

ceramic-like resin – used for the faces of the characters – in contrast to the 

opacity provided by cardboard – used to create the sets and props. The film 

was animated entirely by two people, Hugo Covarrubias and Matías Delgado, 

who crafted complex sequences, especially due to the consequences of the 

pandemic. “There was a shot that took Matías two weeks to animate. This 

particular scene was important for two reasons, what it represents to the 

story and the understanding of animation as an expressive method… It was 

a little strange to work on the aesthetics of such a dark and cold character. 

It was a very particular research process, which we completed together 

with Pablo Castillo in character design, Constanza Wette in Art direction and 

Cecilia Toro in Costumes,” recalls Covarrubia.

The trajectory behind “Beast”

Hugo Covarrubias started to work in animation professionally in 2005, when 

he created “Maleza” together with Murial Miranda, which mixed theatre and 

stop-motion. Simultaneously, they formed Estudio Maleza, a company with 

which they created two short films “The Feather Pillow” (2007) and “The 

Night Face Up” (2012), and four plays that mixed theatre and animation, 

“Maleza” (2006), “El Pelícano” (2008), “Living” (2011) and “Un Poco Invisible” 

(2013). At the same time, at Zumbástico he was the animation director for 

the series “The Ogre and the Chicken” and “Horatio and the Plasticines”. 

Additionally, Hugo created and directed the series “Paper Port.”  
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A cabin in the south 
covered in drawings 
“The Happy Version of Eden” is a short film produced by Samuel Restucci’s 

production company The Forest Man. The short was selected for the 2021 

Annecy Film Festival, as part of the official selection in the Perspectives 

category, from among 2700 other films from almost 100 countries. 

For 10 months, a cinematographic team specialized in animation, with 2 

directors and 3 illustrators, worked in a cabin in the region of La Araucanía, 

having to confront the project with a global pandemic. The result of this 

experience is this 6-minute animated film that stands out for its aesthetic, 

technique and the message it conveys. 

Production took place close to the Caburgua Lake, near the town of Paillaco 

(located in the region of La Araucanía, in the south of Chile) 8 kilometers 

from Huerquehue National Park, in a beautiful place surrounded by forests. 

“It’s a beautiful place, but very isolated. What was an already complex 

production under normal circumstances, became even more aggravated 

because of the pandemic. But, at the same time, this location made the 

rhythm of production easier, because we had to re-design a residence-style 

work plan, restricting travel for part of the team,” explains Restucci, co-

director and producer of the short.

“The Happy Version of Eden” is a traditional frame-by-frame animation, 

made with 3,000 drawings hand-drawn with graphite pencils, wax and ink 

The Happy Version of Eden

on white paper. In this case, the technique has the particularity of animating 

the subject and the background on the same shot, which requires 12 

original illustrations for every second of the film. The backgrounds and the 

characters are animated on the same paper, achieving a vibrant aesthetic 

and fluent camera movements: animated sequence shot. Every drawing was 

captured via scanner in medium quality to review the result of the animated 

sequences; once approved, they were photographed on 4K digital cinema 

quality, on a set with a digital cinema camera and 2 led panel lights for 

illumination. 

The soundtrack was made based on excerpts of documentary audios from 

September 11, 1973 and the Social Outbreak from 2019 (in Santiago, Chile,) 

original effects, foley and music. The result is a visual and documentary 

journey about the last day in the life of Salvador Allende, the 1973 coup and 

Human Rights. 

“We present a visit to the last day in the life of Salvador Allende, where we 

show some details of his intimate life, his suicide and the consequences 

of that terrible moment in our national history, with the idea to create an 

animated document that aims to leave an archive for the new generations, 

open debates about suicide and remind them of what must not be forgotten,” 

explains Restucci. 
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Why do you think you were selected for Annecy?

“The Happy Version of Eden” is a movie that has this artisanal 

process that includes several stages in which the 3000 final 

drawings are part of the work done during a complex pandemic 

context. So, these drawings have an emotional weight, full of digital 

fingerprints printed on carbon and ink, a complex and rewarding 

experience. Complex on a human level, because of the isolation 

and to either adapt to it or die. Rewarding, because even though the 

project is a white elephant, we managed to finish the drawings by 

hand in a titanic mission against time, and somehow it managed to 

make it to the eyes and ears of the people evaluating projects and 

who selected us to premiere at Annecy 2021. An honour that brings 

us happiness and pride, an engine to continue working.”

The Forest Man originated in 2018, in La Araucanía. Founded 

by Samuel Restucci, the production company was created to 

produce quality film projects in the region of La Araucanía, with 

artists from the region. They worked with traditional and digital 

2D animation and with virtual reality, focusing on interactive 

projects for the dissemination of science and culture. 

Who participated in making the short?

“It started with two people at first, Emilio Romero and I. From 

Emilio’s original idea, we developed a script and designed the 

cinematography to apply to the Regional Audiovisual Fund, in La 

Araucanía, which we used to sponsor the short. A national team of 

artists from la Araucanía was proposed which included, illustrator 

Patricio Montecinos from Temuco; post-sound producer Daniel 

Lencina from Villarrica; illustrator Beatriz Arze, Alejandra García 

Lira, the director of photography Jeremy Hatcher from Pucón, and 

me, I live in Caburga, where my studio is. We also included other 

regions. From Puerto Montt, our associated producer and image 

post-producer Amanda Puga Salman; and from Santiago, the co-

director and scriptwriter Emilio Romero; musician and composer 

Marcelo Córdova; actor Daniel Muñoz, who did Allende’s voice for 

one scene, and actress Cassandra Day, who did the voice of Gloria 

Gaitán. The post-sound production was done by Marcos Salazar 

and the DCP masters were done by Hernán Saavedra from Kitral 

Producciones. The documentary audios from the Social Outbreak 

were made by Balarama Muñoz and the Museum of Memory and 

Human Rights provided us with audiovisual archives, which we 

used to create the soundtrack. Pupa Studio Creativo provided 

audiovisual accessibility for the film.”

The inspiration?

“A few years ago, we worked on a commissioned job with Emilio, 

when we lived in Barcelona. A video clip called ‘Tiempo de Soleá’ 

for Ojos de Brujo, a hip-hop flamenco band. In the video we 

showed an alley through the story of the 20th and 21st century 

with posters on the walls. One of those posters made reference 

to the 1973 coup in Chile. We always wanted to expand that alley, 

to take a tour through some of our history. Based on that idea, 

we started to create the short, delving into the last day in the life 

of Salvador Allende and his suicide. ‘The Happy Version of Eden’ 

is born from that first impulse, amplified by the 2020 Regional 

Audiovisual Fund, and today it arrives in the 2021 version of 

Annecy, where it will premiere in the category of Perspectives.”

“The Happy Version of Eden” is a traditional 

frame-by-frame animation, made with 3,000 

drawings hand-drawn with graphite pencils, 

wax and ink on white paper. 
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New 
winds
We are living in a time that is absolutely shaking old paradigms. A time 

of tremendous learning and very revealing in several aspects that also 

relate to our work: to make animation.

Symbols of these new winds are the voices of women in animation who 

contribute new points of view and ways of creating content based on 

mutualism and horizontalidad, exploring other ways of guiding teams 

and leading animation productions. Clear examples of this are Bernardita 

Ojeda, director at Pájaro, and Antonia Herrera and Mari Soto Aguilar, 

directors at Punkrobot, who have been leading the way for some time. 

Followed by younger generations who, starting at a steady pace, develop 

their own projects by way of directing, such as Fernanda Frick, Alejandra 

Jaramillo and Bernardita Pasten. There are also a number of women that 

have shown talent and professionalism in other areas, such as executive 

production, script, storyboard, concept art, production design and 

animation.

The time we are living in not only needs stories from women, but also 

from the dissidences, from migration, from those who come from non-

privileged origins and from children. Let’s listen to these new voices to 

achieve new purposes, because we cannot remain feeling as comfortable 

as we have to this day. We are facing a big-magnitude, sociological 

earthquake and we must wake up.

An important part of this awakening is to stop resisting the obvious 

sociocultural inequality with a gender perspective, to recognize the 

damage caused by the historically ambitious patriarchal visions, which 

have taken a toll on the animation professionals, and above all, to 

fearlessly confront the cases of all kinds of sexual abuse in our sector 

until they are completely eliminated, until it is not necessary to protect 

ourselves and until our work is healthy. 

In ten years, we have taken giant leaps as a sector, reducing all kinds of 

gaps, so, reframing and opening our work to new voices seems to be the 

key to plan the next decades and renew the role of women in the history 

of Chilean animation. 

Cecilia Toro
Estudio Plastivida

Spokeswoman for CHIA  – Chilean women in Animation
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Ten years of 
CHILEMONOS

The challenges of Chilemonos Foundation were clear from the beginning: to turn Chilean 

animation into a main character within the cultural agenda of Chile; to lead the way 

for the national industry to reach an international standard; to promote the work with 

animation schools in order to support the training of new directors and animators; to build 

commercial connections and alliances at a Latin-American and international level; and of 

course, to be a key element in building our identity in animation.

Consequently, we have focused our efforts on five lines of action: culture, industry, 

training, research and diffusion. With events such as the International Animation Festival 

Chilemonos; the free business marketplace MAI! Mercado Animación Industria; Monocycle; 

the presentation of “Del Cóndor al Oso,” Monos en Short, Monos de Nieve, Monos INC, 

Solomonos Magazine and the animation film club Monoclub, among others. All of this has 

been possible thanks to the support of our initial partners, the Ministry of Culture, Arts and 

Heritage, Universidad Mayor, Universidad Santo Tomás, and the people who have joined 

us throughout our journey. 

In this decade we have completed 1,190 activities; 4,300 business meetings; we have 

convened 900 companies; 431,288 people and 209 official guests, including  world 

renown speakers such as, Steve Martino (The Peanuts Movie), Jorge Gutiérrez (The Book 

of Life), Brenda Chapman (Brave, Oscar 2013), Carlos Saldanha (Rio, Ice Age), Shinichiro 

Watanabe (Cowboy Bebop), Peter Lord (Aardman Animations), Mark Shapiro (Laika), 

Yoshihiro Shimizu (Tezuka Productions) and Paul Harrod (Isle of Dogs), in addition to 

world leaders in education such as Gobelins (Paris), Vancouver Film School, La Cambre/ 

Belgium among others, and branches at GAM, MAVI, Cine UC, M100, Cineteca, and 

associated Universities.

The quality of the editorial process for the Chilemonos Festival paired with all our hard 

work made us a qualifying festival for the prestigious Academy Awards as of 2019. Since 

its first edition, held at the Gabriela Mistral Cultural Center (GAM) between 25-29 April in 

2012, our Short film, Feature film and Series competition has received a total of 14,736 

submissions from professionals and students from around the world. 

After 10 years of unrestricted commitment and hard work to support Chilean animation, 

we have experienced how the objectives we originally set for ourselves are now part of 

the reality of the national industry. Today, we are part of the international festival circuit 

for animation. We have become, in a natural way, a Latin-American referent thanks to our 

Festival, market, film club and training activities. An honor and responsibility, which we 

will continue to work on with the same professionalism and passion that have defined 

us throughout all these years. We are ready to start a new decade, with new challenges 

and alliances. 

Chilemonos Foundation
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Latin American Flavors 
“Flavor Quest” follows the travels of Vera, a culinary magic apprentice who 

travels the world of Ambrosía rescuing ingredients, recipes and culinary 

flavors that have been hoarded and hidden from people by the Great Taster. 

Vera travels with her noble companion Chigu, and the always hungry warrior 

Candi. Their adventures are guided by a magical cookbook she inherited 

from her missing father. “Flavor Quest” is an adventure, fantasy and comedy 

series, a trip through the diversity of flavors of this world, and how these can 

hold powerful magic. 

The project, currently in development, was selected to be part of the Mifa 

Pitches 2021 Program – Focus Animation! Special Mentoring Program for 

Women Animation Directors, at Ventana Sur (Arg.). Through this opportunity, 

they expect to reach agreements that will allow them to continue with the 

production of the series.

The variety of flavors is the key to the series, and also an important part of 

its story, because within this diversity the identities are accentuated, leaving 

some room for integration. This balance has stood out when presenting the 

project, because of the references made to these flavors, meant to bring back 

a memory or to make people identify themselves with them. “When we talk 

about the series, we play with these elements a lot, including a little humour. 

Ultimately, we are trying to project the same energy that we want to see in 

the show,” explains Maria Coello, Director of “Flavor Quest.”

Flavor Quest

Selected for Animation! Focus @ MIFA Pitches 2021 

Additionally, in the journey through these flavors they found a space to 

discuss current issues such as discrimination, the food crisis, the environment, 

industrialization, among others. 

Something  more

María Coello is Chilean and Venezuelan. She has a background in Design and 

Animation. In 2016, she participated in the program Andimation, organized 

by The Animation Workshop, in Denmark.  Fabián Flores, producer and 

scriptwriter of Flavor Quest has a background in the film industry. Together 

they are Rayo Púrpura, a creative studio seeking to create original content 

for Animation, Editorial and Audiovisual media. “Flavor Quest” is their first 

animated series project. In 2020 they were awarded the Chilean Book 

Fund which funded their first graphic novel “Hallaca,” a project covering 

immigration through local flavors.

Short- and long-term challenges 

In the short-term, the team expects to connect with animation studios 

that express interest in being involved with the production of the 

series, as well as submitting the project to different international co-

production funds. In the long-term, the creative studio wishes to take 

the project to the international film circuits, hoping to attract the 

attention of distributors or broadcasters that will help internationalize

 the show. 
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In a year completely different to what we are used to, and despite the abrupt changes in our way of life, the world of animation keeps 
turning, our industry does not stop. Some finished Chilean productions are proof of this, traveling the world to festivals, enjoying success 
and recognition. We reviewed the path of five projects in times of a pandemic. 

“Nahuel is a film that has become a milestone for animation in Chile, 

because it is a movie with a technical and artistic quality that has 

never been seen in the country before. An extensive co-production 

network working as a team, over 200 people. It has been a long time 

since we had an animated movie of such characteristics in Chile, with 

local elements that have been a plus during the screenings at festivals. 

We hope that this is  only the first of many more films to come from 

Carburadores, and why not, from all the audiovisual industry in Latin 

America.”

Nahuel and the 
Magic Book

Germán Acuña
Director

Format:  Feature Film

Production:  Carburadores TV

Runtime:  98 min

Target audience:  Familiar

Team

Original idea:  Juan Pablo Sepúlveda

Script:   Juan Pablo Sepúlveda and Germán Acuña

Direction:  Germán Acuña

Animation director:   Enrique Ocampo

Music:  Felicia Morales and Cristobal Carvajal

“Petit is a very special preschool kid because, based on the work of Isol, 

it speaks about kids’ daily life, with a sharp sense of humor and from 

the perspective of a kid. I think that this is the reason why the series 

has established a strong connection with its audience and could reach 

commercial success”.

Petit

Bernardita
Ojeda
Director

Format:  Series

Production:  Pájaro

Runtime:  2 seasons (39 episodes)

Target audience:  Children

Distribuidor:  Dandelooo (France)

Team

Original idea:  Isol Misenta

Script:   Fernando Salem

Direction:   Bernardita Ojeda

Animation director:   Simón Ramírez

Music: Gustavo Pomeranec

The path of animation in 
times of the pandemic  
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“Magic Dream, created in the 2013-2018 

life journey, is an absurd in the time of 

cholera. The animated creature is a little 

scared, just like the character in the middle 

of the dessert that I mentioned. I will never 

paint 5000 pictures by myself again. In the 

midst of a contingency to defeat, triumph, 

surpass, yearn and win, I insist that the 

container, package or marketing, many 

times exceed the work. Nevertheless, the 

exhibition and the recognition of a work 

or of an artist is also necessary, before it 

withers or disappears. It is my corporeal 

homage to Ulrich Welss, beloved Dad.”

Magic 
Dream

Tomás Welss
Director

Format:  Short film

Production:  Paraíso Films

Runtime:  11 min

Target audience:  Adults

Team

Script:   Tomás Welss

Direction:   Ignacio Hernández

Animation director:   Tomás Welss

Music:  Miguel Miranda

“Directing this short film was a great 

experience and quite a challenge. 

Adapting a book to an 11-minute short film 

requires a lot of imagination and power 

of synthesis. It was fundamental not to 

lose the main concept of the story and 

to communicate its essence. I also loved 

the messages that the story has about 

perseverance, effort, respect for family 

and education. At crucial moments in our 

lives, these lessons help and support us 

to overcome these complex moments. 

Making a 3D short film is complex. Despite 

this, the team managed to coordinate and 

achieve an excellent result in a relatively 

tight schedule.”

The Boy 
and the 
Mountain
Santiago Aguilera
Director

Format:  3D Animation

Production:  Poston Animation Studio

Runtime:  11 min, 23 sec

Target audience:  Family

Team

Original idea:  Hernán Leal

Script:   Pablo Aguirre, Santiago Aguilera, 

Kylie Trupp, Gabriel Monreal, Paulette Lecaros 

and Aarón Navia Campos.

Direction:   Santiago Aguilera 

and Gabriel Monreal

Animation director:  Sebastián Pagueguy

Music:  Miranda and Tobar

“What consequences do our actions have 

on other animals and on the plant world? 

Strange Creatures aims at awakening 

empathy in children and adults towards 

other species and to question the position 

of humans on the planet. It’s also an effort 

at making an animated short film that is 

both educational and experimental, loving 

and wild, as if it were filmed by rabbits and 

bears.”

Cristobal
León
Director

Format:  Stop-Motion, Rotoscopy

Production:  Diluvio / Globo Rojo

Runtime:  15 min, 20 sec

Target audience:  Children (with an enjoyable 

dimension for adult audiences).

Team

Original idea:  Cristina Sitja 

Script:  Cristóbal León and Cristina Sitja

Direction:   Cristóbal Leónand Cristina Sitja

Animation director:   Cristóbal León and 

Cristina Sitja

Music:  Diego Lorenzini

Strange 
Creatures
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Nahuel and the Magic Book
Awards:

• International Animation Festival - Chilemonos. Chile, 2020: Best Feature Film from Latin America.

• Tokyo Anime Award Festival. Japan, 2021: Excellence Award.

Selections/ Nominations:

• Nominated at the 2021 Quirino Awards, in 2 categories: Best Ibero-American Animation Feature 

Film and Best Animation Design of Ibero-American Animation Work.

• d’Annecy Festival. France, 2020: Official Competition.

• Schlingel International Film Festival. Germany, 2020: Official Selection.

• New York International Children's Film Festival. United States, 2021: Official Selection.

• Toronto Animation Arts Festival International. Canada, 2021: Official Selection.

• Stockholm International Film Festival. Sweden, 2021: Official Selection.

Magic Dream
Awards:

• Magikal Charm Experimental Video & 

Film Festival. United States.

• Calcutta International Cult Film 

Festival. India.

• Cult Critic Movie Awards. India.

• Los Angeles Motion Picture Festival. 

United States: Best Animation.

• Redwood Film Festival. 

• Indie Shorts Awards Buenos Aires. 

Argentina.

• Feedback Animation Film & 

Screenplay Festival, 2020 - Toronto. 

Canada.

• Rome International Movie Awards, 

2020: Best Animation

Selections/ Nominations:

• 19º Festival Internacional de Cine de 

Lebu. Chile.

• 8º International Animation Festival 

Chilemonos. Chile.

• 13º Festival de Cine Polo Sur 

Latinoamericano. Chile.

• SANFIC 14. Chile.

• Madrid Arthouse Film Festival. Spain.

• Anatolia International Film Festival. 

Turkey.

• Only The Best Film Awards. United 

States, and others.

Strange Creatures
Awards:

• SANFIC Festival. Chile: “Local Talent” Competition. 

• Lateinamerikanische Filmtage Festival. Germany: “Eine   

Welt” Competition.

Selections/ Nominations:

• Fantasia International Film Festival. Canada.

• FIDMarseille. France.

• SANFIC. Chile.

• Turku Animated Film Festival. Finland.

• ANIMARIO. Spain.

• 60th Thessaloniki International Film Festival. Greece.

• Mar del Plata International Film Festival. Argentina.
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Petit
Awards:

• Quirino Award for Best Ibero-American Series 2021

• International Animation Festival Chilemonos. Chile, 2018:  

First place, category “Best Latin American Animated Series.”

• Bit Bang Festival. Argentina, 2018: Best Latin American Animated Series  . 

• ATVC Awards.  Argentina, 2018: Children’s Category.

• Prix Jeunesse Iberoamericano. Brasil ,2019: Preschool Category.

• Divercine. Uruguay, 2020: Best Ibero-American Production.

Selections/ Nominations:

• d'Annecy Festival. France, 2019: Official Selection “Animated series for television.” 

• Emmy Kids Awards. 2020: Nominee “Kids: Preschool”

The Boy and the Mountain
Awards:

• WILDsound Writing and Short Film Festival. Canada: “Best Animated Character”.

• Social Film Festival. United States: “Best Family Kids” y “Best Short Animation.”

• Two Roads International Film Festival. United States: “Best Animation Short Film.” 

• Night Of The Short Film. Belgium: “Best Animation Short.”

• NYAFA. United States: “Best Animation 3D Film.”

• Betina Film festival. Croatia: “Best Short Animated.”

Selections:

• Cartoon Club International Panorama. Italy.

• 4th Chaniartoon. Greece.

• PSIAF. United States.      

• Los Angeles Animation Festival. United 

States.      

• Athens ANIMFEST. Greece.

• Toronto Independent Animation Festival. 

Canada.  

The path of 
animation in 

times of the 
pandemic 
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Original production from 
a regional studio for the 
entire family 
Miguel, an older and lonely fisherman, finds out he has only one week left to 

live. This news triggers an explosion of life and energy in him, prompting him 

to look for his long-time teenage crush, Luciana. Before embarking on his 

quest to find her, his son Sebastian comes to visit him and learns about his 

father’s destiny. Miguel and Sebastian haven’t talked in years because of their 

differences. Sebastian returns seeking to make things right with his father 

and to introduce him to Julieta, a granddaughter Miguel didn’t know about.

Miguel embarks on his journey accompanied by his loyal friend Cholo and a 

great new ally: Julieta. Although Sebastian is against his father’s “ridiculous” 

quest, he will have to come to terms with his father’s last decision. A simple 

mission turns into a monumental journey across Chile, following the vague 

clues of a memory.

Where does the idea for Grandpa Miguel come from?

The filmmakers reflect that talking about the elderly has to do with 

reconnecting family ties with their grandparents, to discover and value their 

own roots.

When we listen to a grandparent tell the stories of their youth, we discover an 

incredible world filled with fantastic adventures. This movie invites audiences 

to identify themselves with these two fun seniors who behave like little kids, 

leaving their fears aside to carry out their plan. 

Animation allows creating this fantastic world, presenting a reflection, and 

Feature Film “Granpa Miguel”

A long trajectory working in 

animation has Tomás Montalva, 

director of the project and 

founder of Osobuco Animación, 

a small studio located in the 

town of Llolleo, in the Region of 

Valparaíso. Llolleo Creativo was 

created to produce this movie in 

2018, but with dreams to start 

producing feature films in the 

future with an author’s tone.
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making a grandfather, who will soon be gone, the protagonist, and to share 

his outlook on life with his granddaughter. 

“Speaking about the elderly, immediately bring us to the subject of Death… 

to normalize and to subtly present this process that most children will have 

to face at some point in their lives. We hope we can give our audiences 

something to reflect on, to question themselves about the relationship they 

have with their grandparents and the way they live their lives,” indicates 

Cecilia Baeriswyl, executive producer of the project.

Tomás Montalva says: “In 2006 I wrote an episode for a series called 

‘Cuchuflī’, in which a grandson made kites with pages from a newspaper that 

contained the news of the day. He flew the kites very high, beyond the clouds, 

so his dead grandfather could read the news. Therefore, the problem of death 

and the connections that remain with relatives who are no longer present, 

the human relationships, the bonds of love and the identity that is passed 

down between generations are very present problems in the stories I like to 

write about.”

“Granpa Miguel” is a mixture of personal experiences, anecdotes and 

fantastic, fun, imaginary stories that give rise to the journey of a grandfather 

wanting to make his dream come true, which will be interrupted by the return 

of his family.

How does Granpa Miguel become a reality?

In 2019, the team applied to the Audiovisual Fund to cover pre-production 

expenses. “Granpa Miguel” is a film with a limited budget, designed 

to be 70% financed by public funds. “While we want to develop a very 

ambitious project, we are aware that we are a new production company 

with no previous experience in animated feature films. Consequently, our 

main objective is to produce a good film,” explains Montalva. 

At this point, the team is finishing pre-production, mainly working on the final 

Animatic corrections. At the same time, they are looking for opportunities 

to find co-producers and financing for the next stage of production. Their 

completion dates are linked to finding and securing the remaining resources, 

but they hope to have a finished product by 2024.

Their challenge for this film is to achieve a perfect balance between 

art, entertainment, business and the industry. Creating a good film 

with cultural identity that captivates the audience with a message of 

hope. A film that allows building teams, talent and knowledge, but 

also a film that becomes a product that can be exported to a universal 

market and works financially for producers and co-producers. If all 

these objectives are achieved, they will be able to embark on their next 

productions. 
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The animated portrait 
of an epoch
“I was working with somebody in 2015 who told me that a recently published 

graphic novel reflected his cousin’s life during the dictatorship (in Chile). The 

next day I went to the bookstore and bought it. It was love at first sight, and 

although I come from the field of documentaries, I imagined the novel as 

an animated movie from the very first moment.” Says José María González, 

director and scriptwriter.

“Underground Stories” is a movie that utilizes animation for the plot of the 

past, and live action for the present. Animation uses three quarters of the 

total run time. 

Vision and challenges of the movie in technical terms

From the beginning, the team knew that the movie had to be animated, 

and that the aesthetics had to match the graphic novel it was inspired 

by. As the project moved forward, the idea of working with only black 

and white was reaffirmed, no greyscale. The different tones would be 

provided by the density of the hatching, which is another characteristic of 

the novel that the directors wanted to preserve to give the film a unique 

look. To Ariel Rojas, creator of drawings in the novel, “It has a rusty and 

underground style.”

“From the technical point of view, it has been a challenge. In reality, it still 

The film tells the story of Ariel, a 50-year-old 

man who has a teenage son with whom he 

has a hard time communicating. To overcome 

this obstacle, he uses the graphic novel he 

created about his life during the dictatorship, 

and how it radically changed when his 

parents decided to give shelter, for over 10 

years, to the two most wanted people during 

Pinochet’s military regime.  

“Underground Stories”

is, because we still have not defined exactly how to conduct the animation 

process. The hatching is an element that has made the implementation of 

what we had in mind rather complicated. Nevertheless, I am very happy with 

the work conducted by Niño Viejo. There has been an important trial and 

error process to approach the special nature of this film.” Says José María.
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Throughout the process…

During the 5 years that they have been on the project, the director says that 

they have had everything happen to them, on both personal and professional 

levels. Because the initial team came from the field of documentaries, the 

movie was originally conceived as an animated documentary, that is, Ariel 

(who is the creator of the graphic novel) and his teenage son would be the 

protagonists, playing themselves in the present storyline. “However, it’s been 

5 years since we conceived it, and we still have a few more years before we 

start filming that part. By then, his teenage son will no longer be a teenager. 

So, we dropped the original idea, and instead will include actors.” Explains 

José María.

The production company in charge of the project from the beginning was 

Cusicanqui Films & Media, founded by Catalina Donoso. Since then, they have 

secured the development funding from CNCA and public funding from CORFO 

– in 2016 and 2017-, as well as the pre-production fund from CNCA in 2019. 

The pre-production stage is finished. “The animatic is ready, in addition 

to the teaser, art and everything else that is needed to move to the next 

phase confidently.” Explains González. During this time, the production 

company Niño Viejo, the animation studio that they worked with during pre-

production, has joined the project. It’s fundamental to have somebody in 

animation to join us, and the decision to work with Niño Viejo, among other 

alternatives, was the first option. They know their professional trajectory and 

their expertise in a challenging type of animation, and not so conventional.

They are currently in pursuit of an international co-production. They are 

optimistic about materializing something in the short-term, because the film 

has already been well received by the markets in which it has participated, 

including Cannes and Berlin. 
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Pioneer women 
leading the way
“Firsts” is an anthological animated series that – based on real events – 

tells the story, on each episode of one woman from a different time and 

country who, by following her dreams, becomes the first to accomplish a 

specific achievement in her field. From arts, to sports, to science and even 

social movements. Each of these stories are told in a comedic tone, meant 

for family audiences, and in a documentary-style format, allowing the 

protagonists, for example, to talk to the camera and give “interviews” in 

a confessional style to share her ideas and how she feels directly with the 

audience.

Javi Riesco, founding member of Typpo Creative Lab, co-creator and 

scriptwriter for “Firsts,” recalls that the main idea for the plot of the series 

appeared accidentally, in a very casual way, when she discovered the story 

of Eloísa Díaz, the first female to graduate as a doctor in Latin America. 

“When I heard her story, I was at the ophthalmologist undergoing a very 

invasive procedure, so my doctor told me Eloísa’s story to relax me, but she 

accomplished the opposite, because I could not believe what I was hearing. 

The unknown woman, up until then, that they were talking about was the first 

woman to be enrol in the Faculty of Medicine at the Universidad de Chile. The 

same university my mom went to with a scholarship in the 80s! And not only 

that, Eloísa had opened the door so all Chilean women could access higher 

“Firsts”

“Firsts” is an anthology animated series that, 

based on real events, tells the story on every 

episode of one woman from a different time 

and country who, by following her dreams, 

becomes the first to accomplish a specific 

achievement in her field. 

education. However, surprisingly, asking around, nobody knew her name,” 

recalls Risco. 

Subsequently, Javi Risco and friends, who would eventually become the co-

creators of the idea, together with Bambú Orellana, thought, “If there’s one 

Eloísa, there are MORE in the continent and, for sure, in the world, TODAY. 

That’s how we started searching for more stories of unknown women from 

around the world and gave the project its current form of anthological series.”

After this, everything started coming together to start the production of 

“Firsts.” In Chile, they won public funds from CNCA and CORFO for the 

development of the series. Later, they won the CNTV fund for the production 



in 2019. However, they are still looking for co-

producers and/or international distributors 

who would want to get involved to complete 

the required budget, therefore they have 

participated in different pitches.

“One of the most beautiful things that we 

have experienced by showing or pitching the 

project to different agents or co-production 

companies in Latin America and in the 

world, is that all of them have an anecdote 

to tell regarding a ‘first’ that they know in 

their countries or communities. There is 

something in this that connects us all, as if we 

all knew a ‘first’ that we admire or remember 

and that is part of the collective mind,” says 

Risco. 

Parallel to the process of investigation, they 

have been able to speak with some “firsts.” 

They remember the most emblematic, 

Carmen Moral, the first conductor in Latin 

America, “whose way of telling the story of 

her life, talking about her dreams is simply 

one of my life’s greatest privileges. I don’t 

think I will ever forget how somebody so 

humble but, at the same time, so sure of 

herself tells you the story of how she got 

where she wanted to be. It was impossible 

that she wouldn’t have made it there,” says 

Bernardita Ojeda.

Although Typpo is the production house 

of “Firsts,” the original idea came from 

collaboratively working with friends and 

coworkers Michelle Redon, Bárbara Salinas 

and Catalina Fontecilla. That is what “Firsts” 

has been from the very beginning, the drive 

to see women on the screen and to work with 

women producers. Bernardita Ojeda, director 

at Pájaro, is a first herself, because she was 

the first to direct an animated series in Chile. 

This is how Typpo worked with Pájaro in the 

development of the series. They provided 

originality, beauty and a deep understanding 

of the concept. Presently, in the stage of 

post-production, Pájaro is in charge of the art 

development for “Firsts.”

Information about the production 
company

Typpo Creative Lab was founded in 2017 by 

Javi Risco together with her associate Bambú 

Orellana. Javi was finishing her Master of 

Arts for series writing in Germany. Bambú 

had already been working for 10 years 

developing content for animation. 

Eloísa Díaz, 

the first woman 

to become a 

doctor in Latin 

America.
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Trip to the center of the idea 
“Zander”  is a stop-motion animated series that promotes critical thinking in 

children between the ages of 6 and 10 years old. A series about adventures 

where a question triggers the action and the journeys that the characters 

experience. “It’s not a series seeking to teach philosophy, but there are 

different schools of thought represented through the characters based 

on the subject of the episode,” explains Stefania Malacchini, one of the 

creators. 

The main idea of the script originated from Stefania Malacchini and Maria 

Lusia Furche, in 2015, after meeting a brilliant kid with whom they worked 

with at an aesthetic appreciation workshop. Alexander (Zander) was around 

7 years old back then and inspired the series because of his ability to wonder 

about the world around him and not be afraid to explore the answers. 

“The series seeks to reinforce the idea of asking questions, regardless of the 

answer or conclusion. This process is very nourishing during childhood, it 

generates autonomous and critical thinking, something that we as a team 

care deeply about. Especially during these times”, explains Kike Ortega, 

director of Zander. He also adds that “in these times of hyperconnectivity, the 

series can represent a soothing agent for children that are exposed to more 

adult content, such as dramatic soap operas or court shows.”

Before starting with the project, its creators Malu, Stefi and Kike Ortega (the 

Zander

director) won the public fund CORFO Series for the development and teaser 

of the series. Later, the production company Tres Tercios joined the team, 

and they used those resources to apply to the CNTV public fund, which they 

won, and that became the main source of funding for the project. Finally, 

Señal Colombia joined as co-producer, which helped them complete the 

budget and to cushion the consequences of the pandemic. 

Tres Tercios was founded by 4 friends: Jeremy Hatcher, Simón Vargas, Allan 

Bortnic and Pablo Arias. They have been working together for about 10 years 

and have completed several productions, in different formats and genres, 

from which stand out the TV documentary series “Por la razón y la ciencia” 

and “Kulmapu,” and the live action film “About the dead” (Ondamedia). 

Zander is their first major stop-motion animation project, so they relied on a 

team with extensive experience. Many of them worked in the series “Paper 

Port” by Zumbástico; Kike, director of “Zander,” directed a few episodes in the 

second season, and has dedicated his career to stop-motion.

“The main challenge, in comparison to live action, I think, is to understand 

and to consider the length of the  process. The number of seconds you can 

accomplish in a day working on live action is more than in stop-motion. To 

keep the quality and enthusiasm for so long is very complex,” says Stephania 

Malacchini.
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Animation in the time of quarantine

The sudden lockdown forced them to rethink the production model in 

order to finish the series, because stop-motion can’t be done remotely and 

requires a lot of people. “We had to implement the entire health protocol 

to operate under these circumstances. We also, with all the limitations, had 

to complete multiple tasks and manage with what we had and those who 

were here. For example, I am terrible at crafts, and I had to make the sleeves 

for a character’s shirt.  The animation team, on their part, created incredible 

mechanisms to achieve all the scenes and shots despite the reduced space 

we had,” recalls Arias.

“We also had to move the studios from Estación Mapocho to our office, 

which is considerably smaller. There, with a smaller crew, we had to be 

creative, so the series didn’t experience a loss in quality. For example, the 

director of photography managed the computer from her home and gave 

instructions to the animator, or whoever was setting the shot, so they could 

move a spotlight or filter a light. Without the support and the commitment 

of the team, it would have been impossible, and we are succeeding,” says 

Malacchini. 

The series is currently in the production stage of the last episodes and 

the creators estimate that everything should be ready by July 2021. Pablo 

Arias says that “we still don’t have an official date, but it should premiere 

during the second half of the year in Chile (TVN) and in Colombia. We 

obviously want the series to be seen by as many people as possible, 

in every territory. Consequently, we are constantly searching for new 

platforms to broadcast it.”

Mila and Leo, two girls as 

different as they are brilliant, 

create Zander, a boy robot, 

in their secret garage. When 

Zander wakes up, he is 

full of questions about the 

meaning of being alive. The 

friends, trying to answer his 

questions, embark with him 

on fantastic journeys through 

curious and extraordinary 

imaginary worlds. 
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A bet for younger 
audiences from Lunes 
The idea to create the show Raffi came from a conversation Santiago O’Ryan 

(scriptwriter) and Ricardo Villavicencio (director) had back in 2015. “At that 

time, Ricardo was doing an animated music video for a band and his dog 

“Raffi”, whom I had already met,  was in it. He is a funny, Pomeranian dog… 

the kind of small dogs that draw your attention on the streets when you see 

them, they look like cartoons. When I saw “Raffi” I told Ricardo: “We have to 

do a show with your dog!” remembers Santiago O’Ryan.

Why is Lunes betting on content for kids when it is better known for 

content for adult audiences?

“Ideas don’t have a determined age when they are created, that is not how we 

approach a project, because most of our projects come from us as a creative 

studio. Our ideas evolve, change, just like our own interests at some point 

in our lives. In the end, they are ideas, and they are not conceived as part 

of a focus group or directed to a specific audience. While working on ‘Raffi,’ 

we are also in post-production of an animated short film for adult audiences 

called ‘Hermanos Casablanca,’ it’s very natural for us to work on ideas for 

different audiences,” says Santiago.

From idea to Screen

With the idea ready for development and eager to get the required 

funds to start the project, Santiago and Ricardo put together the “bible”, 

Raffi

Raffi is a show for younger 

audiences. It’s about a curious 

and hyperactive dog and Ema 

(6), a big-hearted adventurer. 

They live on a farm in the middle 

of the city, where they try to be 

the best farmers in the world, 

like their mother, and as long 

as they are not distracted by 

their adventures or their dad’s 

delicious apple pie. 
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developed stories, characters and the 

world of Raffi. For some time, they 

have been working as a duo, so the 

creative part and roles came naturally 

to them, just like the ideas. In 2018 

they were selected for the Annecy 

Pitch “Animation du Monde” with the 

project “Tom, the Forest Ranger.” “In 

that sense, we have a consolidated 

working method that always gives us a 

few surprises,” says O’Ryan. 

Trying to finance the series, “…we applied 

to the (public fund) CORFO Series, 

which for us is a fundamental tool, that 

unfortunately has reduced its budget 

in recent years. This fund allowed the 

project to take the leap in quality it 

needed, we created a pilot episode, 

scripts and a more complete ‘bible' … this 

happened around 2015,” says O’Ryan.

Over time, the project improved 

more and more. Thanks to these 

improvements “Raffi” won the CNTV 

fund, which finally allowed it to enter 

production. 

“Raffi” is a co-production between production company Lunes, which 

defines itself as more of a creative studio, with more than 11 years of 

experience in the creation of original animated projects. The founding 

members and scriptwriters are José Navarro, Jorge Campusano and 

Santiago O’Ryan. And, on the other hand, is Villavicencio Studio - based 

in New York - this is the production company of Ricardo Villavicenio: the 

owner of the Pomeranian dog Raffi. Ricardo is an artist/designer with a 

background in visual and graphic development projects, both independent 

and commercial. 

“Raffi” is halfway through production (in several stages simultaneously,) with 

episodes in the stages of sound editing, others in color grading, and some 

recording the final voices. “We hope to finish early next year. We are very 

excited to share what we have been working on during all these years, but 

from experience we know that we first have to focus on where we are right 

now, the time will come when we discuss the rest. We even want to bring 

Raffi, Ricardo’s dog, to the premiere,” (laughs) O’Ryan. He also mentions that 

they will soon release a teaser for people to know more about Raffi and from 

there, start drawing the attention of their audiences.
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A mission in hard times
After the successful run of the short film “Waldo’s Dream” from production 

company Lunes, the same team prepares for the premiere of their following 

short film in 2D animation: “Hermanos Casablanca”, a story about the two 

ways to deal with pain, revenge or forgiveness.

Everything started about 12 years ago, making this short film one of the first 

projects by Lunes. The project was put on hold for different reasons, however, 

the team thought that the plot conveys important messages and a story that 

works very well as a short film. “It was something different than what was 

being done in animation. We even considered making it as live action many 

times. Hermanos Casablanca could have been perfectly filmed.”, says José 

Navarro, co-directing with Santiago O’Ryan.

“We thought that with this story we could talk about the Chilean dictatorship 

on a human level. To review more intimately the different characters that 

participated in this part of history, from both factions.”, explains Navarro.  

With around eleven years in the industry, Lunes is a production company 

composed of 3 scriptwriters, Jorge Campusano, Santiago O’Ryan and José 

Navarro. Lunes specializes in the creation and development of original 

content.  As a team, they say that what they enjoy the most is the development 

of projects for different audiences, formats and techniques, despite having 

big hits such as the series and feature film “Homeless”, and the short films 

“Waldo’s Dream” and “Asilo Esperanza.”

Hermanos Casablanca

The story of “Hermanos 

Casablanca'' is about Gabriel and 

Antonio, two brothers, fishermen 

divers from the south of Chile 

during the dictatorship. The two 

brothers will have to search for the 

body of an army officer’s son lost 

at sea, in exchange for information 

about the whereabouts of their 

sister, a detainee who disappeared 

during the military dictatorship. 
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With “Hermanos Casablanca” Lunes won the Audiovisual Fund, which 

covered the pre-production stage and editing. For this process, they 

collaborated with Argentinian production company Rudo, a studio that 

has become a point of reference within the animated production field in 

Argentina. They wanted to find an aesthetic that was consistent with their 

target audience and that, at the same time, had their own style. “We created 

something really good with Rudo. They had the experience and skills to 

visually express what we wanted to achieve with Hermanos Casablanca. 

They worked on the animation production process for the short, meanwhile 

the pre-production, executive production and direction of the project 

were done in Chile, at our studio.” José Navarro said. He also mentioned, 

when asked about any anecdotes during production due to COVID-19, that 

“Fortunately, we were able to cope with the pandemic without problems. 

The advantage of animation is that it can be done remotely, and although 

there are moments in the process when being on site is fundamental, 

technology helps dealing with that situation. Of course, a barbecue with 

our Argentinean friends is still pending, there is no technology that can 

replace that.”

The team is currently looking for financing for post-production and 

distribution. They hope to finish the short by the end of 2021 and submit it 

to animation festivals. “We work on this type of project simply because we 

love telling stories. This is why we want this story to be seen by as many 

people as possible and, hopefully, it finds its way to a digital platform.” Says 

Navarro.
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Wow Lisa: A series about 
children’s infinite capacity 
of wonder
“Wow Lisa” is a 26-episode children’s series that mixes 3D and stop-motion. 

The script idea is inspired by what we used to like as kids. The director and 

creator of the series, María Elisa Soto-Aguilar, recalls that when she was about 

4 or 5 years old – for some reason – she collected little bags, those bags that 

usually have a stamped pattern, but at the same time, still look simple. 

As a creative team, they analyzed their environment and noticed a common 

place. Many people, men and women, at some point in their lives had some 

sort of collection (not necessarily something important or significant). Most 

people want to collect and treasure something, a trait that they also observed 

in their own children, who collected small rocks or candy wrappers, etc. 

They decided to explore children’s capacity of wonder, an essential trait 

during childhood that generally decreases as we grow older. Little boys and 

girls still see the world around them as something new and full of possibilities. 

Later, the studio merged this concept with a subject they had wanted to 

develop for some time: sustainability through recycling and repurposing. 

The new series from PunkRobot Studio

This is how they created the concept for the series, which won the CNTV 

Production Fund in 2020. 

“Wow Lisa” is a series created by production company PunkRobot, an 

animation studio in Santiago de Chile. The studio was created by Antonia 

Herrera, Gabriel Osorio, Maria Elisa Soto-Aguilar and Patricio Escala. Since 

2008, and thanks to a great human and multidisciplinary team, they have 

developed projects of high visual impact for television, publicity and film 

such as “Flipos” (2010); “The Adventures of Muelin and Perlita” (2013); the 

animated short “Bear Story” (2014), winner of the first Academy Award for 

Animation in Latin America, and the preschool series “Guitar & Drum.” Their 

objective is to create, produce and internationalize unique animated content 

that contributes to society, especially to children. 

Making a series during the pandemic? A challenge

The one-minute trailer they submitted to apply for the CNTV fund was the 

last project they worked on at their office before going into quarantine. 
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“Wow Lisa” is a 26-episode children’s 

series that mixes 3D and stop-motion. 

The script idea is inspired by what we 

used to like as kids. 

They had to leave the sets and all the clutter from the production as is. They 

say that all that is now “covered in dust.” The sets for the trailer were made 

by the directors. To them, it was a challenge to work with their hands again, 

glue, sticks and tons of other materials. “It was like being back at college. 

We had to ask our friends from the world of stop-motion for advice, because 

it was too much new information,” (laughs)… “But it was entertaining and 

rewarding, we loved it! When we started developing the concept, we asked 

everybody in the team to bring into the office their collections. We got 

bus tickets, old cameras, clothing tags, and the most surprising of all… a 

collection of animal skulls!” (laughs) recalls Maria Elisa Soto-Aguilar, co-

creator and director of the series. 

With “Wow Lisa” they are mixing 3D and stop-motion for the first time. They 

will work with real sets, to later add the 3D characters digitally. 

What will happen to the sets if the lockdown continues? “That’s a problem we 

hope to solve by the time we get to the production stage,” says the directors 

of the series. 

Now, after receiving the funds, they will start pre-production, closing the 

character's design stage to get started with the scripts. Once the series is 

completed, they hope that it will reach as many children as possible. 
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An ironic journey 
in time
After the long and successful run of the feature film “The Wolf House,” award 

winner at Annecy, La Habana, Quirino, among others, and considered by 

several popular rankings as one of the best animated films of 2019, directors 

Cristobal León and Joaquín Cociña prepare the details of their new project, 

short film “The Bones”

The idea behind “The Bones” begins to form with the funds obtained from 

the Chilean Ministry of Culture, Arts and Heritage, the support of NUMU 

(Nuevo Museo de Santiago), and the contribution of executive producer 

Adam Butterfield. The short film, currently in post-production, gives 

continuity to the particular visual and narrative styles of these two artists. 

Its creators plan to have a first cut by the end of May, and then send it to 

American musician Tim Fain (“Black Swan”, “Moonlight,”) so he can add his 

musical compositions. 

The Bones

The plot is framed within the social and political outbreak of 2019 in Chile. 

“We thought it was important to imagine a short film that would dialogue 

with the Chilean oligarchic tradition, with the bases of the idea of the rich 

against the poor, of the country envisioned from the ruling classes. We 

wanted to create a ritual to rewrite the Chilean oligarchic history. Obviously, 

it is very pretentious to think that this idea will survive in the short, but it was 

within our concerns, and it still is,” says Joaquín Cociña, co-director.

The project was conceived as fiction and treated as an historical document. 

The artists imagined that a series of film tapes and fragments of mummified 

bodies appeared at an excavation site. The film material found turns out to 

be the first ever stop-motion animated film in the world. Dated 1900, this film 

was produced in Chile a few years before the first European and American 

animations known to date.
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Constanza “Coni” Nordenflycht, mother 

to Diego Portales’s children, invokes the 

corpses of Portales and Jaime Guzmán. 

Coni performs a ritual to bring back 

their corpses, trying to rewrite Chile’s 

oligarchical history.

“This discovery is revolutionary in many ways. First, Chile would become the 

birthplace of the history of animation. Second, the animation is made with 

human corpse fragments, pieces of real people used for animation. And third, 

how revealing the story that can be elucidated from the found film fragments 

is. The animated film recounts the visit, from the future, that Jaime Guzmán 

pays to Minister Diego Portales,” says Cristobal León.

In this history of Chile, Jaime Guzmán was a Chilean politician, constitutionalist 

lawyer and academic who served as senator and collaborator – in the legal 

and political matters - of August Pinochet, during the Chilean military 

Dictatorship. Diego Portales was a Chilean merchant, and politician of the 

conservative party who played a fundamental role in the consolidation of 

Chile during the XIX century.

The bodies that represent the corpses of Jaime Guzmán and Diego Portales 

on the short are based on models from parts of the bodies of Cristobal León, 

director; Lucas Engel, producer and Joaquín Cociña, director. The head – 

and face - of Portales is a modified model of Cristobal’s, and Joaquín’s was 

used for the base of Jaime Guzmán’s head. 

The project is co-produced by Pista B and Diluvio, in addition to having 

American Adam Butterfield as executive producer. 

Diluvio is a production company created by Niles Attalah, Cristobal León and 

Joaquín Cociña, that focuses on its own projects (for example the feature 

films “The Wolf House” and “Rey”) as an artistic collective, and as a provider 

of audiovisual services that focus on art projects.

Pista B is led by producer Lucas Engel (“My Tender Matador”). As a 

production company, they have lately focused on comedy content such 

as “Tiempos Mozos” and “Frente Fracasados.” However, they are currently 

expanding their spectrum of projects by experimenting with different 

genres and formats. 






